We consider the problem of determining the presence of genuine multipartite entanglement through the violation of Mermin's Bell-type inequality (MI). Though the violation of MI cannot certify the presence of genuine nonlocality, but can certify genuine tripartite entanglement whenever the violation is strictly greater than 2 √ 2. Here we show that MI suffices as genuine entanglement witness even when its value is 2 √ 2 if at least two of the local marginal distributions are not completely random provided the local Hilbert space dimension of at least one of the sub-systems is two. Thus local marginals suffice as semi-device independent genuine entanglement witness. This is intriguing in a sense, as the local properties of a composite system can help to identify its global property. Furthermore, analyzing another quantity constructed from Mermin polynomials we show that genuine entanglement certification task for the correlations with MI violation equal to 2 √ 2 can actually be made fully device independent.
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Entanglement is considered to be one of the most bizarre nonclassical manifestations of multipartite quantum systems. Linearity of quantum mechanics (QM) allows to build superposed states that cannot be written as product of states of each subsystems and hence resulting in entangled states. Entanglement lies at the core of some of the most puzzling features of QM: the Einstein-Podolski-Rosen (EPR) argument [1] , the Schrodinger's steering concept [2] , and most importantly the nonlocal behaviour of QM [3] . In the past three decades quantum entanglement has also been established as a useful resource for several information theoretic tasks: quantum cryptography [4] , quantum teleportation [5] , quantum superdense coding [6] are few noteworthy among many others.
While the state of a quantum system composed of only two subsystems can be either separable or entangled, for a quantum system with more than two subsystems the separability properties have a complicated structure. In the multipartite scenario the most dramatic attribute appearing in the picture is the concept of truly or genuinely multipartite entanglement (GME) which cannot be prepared by mixing states that are separable with respect to some partition [7] [8] [9] [10] . Whereas Greenberger, Horne, and Zeilinger established implication of GME in quantum foundations by reveling perfect incompatibility of QM with EPR idea of local deterministic world view [7] , significant advantages of it compared to bipartite entanglement has also been established in different practical tasks, namely, extreme spin squeezing [11] , high sensitivity in some general metrology tasks [12] , quantum computing using cluster states [13] , measurement-based quantum computation [14] , various quantum communication protocols [15] , secret sharing among multiple parties and multiparty quantum network [16] . Despite its importance, characterization and detection of entanglement is quite difficult. Several methods such as tomography of the full state [17] , constructing linear and/or nonlinear entanglement witnesses [10] , or observing the violation of Bell-like inequalities [18] , have been proposed for verification or certification of presence of GME. However we are still far from understanding multipartite entanglement completely.
Certifying the presence of GME by some nonlocality based arguments, i.e., observing violation of some Bell type inequalities has an advantage over full state tomography or constructing usual witness operators. Whereas in the later two methods one must require perfect experimental devices, contrarily, nonlocality based arguments are dependent on observed measurement statistics only, without relying on the types of measurements performed, the precision involved in their implementation, or on assumptions about the relevant Hilbert space dimension. Such a certification of GME witness is known as device-independent (DI) certification. Several results have been reported in the recent past where the question of witnessing DI-GME has been addressed [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . The basic idea of DI certification is to check whether outcome statistics of different measurements performed locally by each party on the given unknown multipartite state violate some genuine multipartite bell-type inequality or not. For the tripartite case one example of such inequality is the well known Svetlichny's inequality [22] . If a tripartite input-output correlation violates Svetlichny's inequality then the correl-ation is genuinely nonlocal and the quantum state producing such correlation must be genuinely entangled. However, the relation between DI genuine entanglement witness (DI-GEW) and multipartite nonlocality is more subtle. For example, violation of Mermin's Belltype inequality (MI) [26] , i.e., M ≤ 2, cannot be used to certify the presence of genuine tripartite nonlocality, but, it can reveal tripartite genuine entanglement whenever M > 2 √ 2 [19] . The MI therefore being a two-way nonlocal witness can suffice as DI-GME. In [24] , Bancal et al. have also introduced an n-partite inequality which cannot reveal genuine multipartite nonlocality but can suffice as DI witness for GME.
In this work we explore the possibility of witnessing genuine entanglement from MI even when its value is M = 2 √ 2. We find that tripartite genuine entanglement can be certified for M = 2 √ 2 if at least two of the local marginals are not completely random, provided at least one of the subsystems dimensions of the tripartite system is two. In other word, local marginals can help in semi-device independent witnessing of genuine entanglement for Mermin value M = 2 √ 2.
We then show that analyzing an other quantity, obtained from the correlation only and introduced recently in [27] by one of our authors, it is even possible to witness the tripartite genuine entanglement in a fully device independent manner. It is intriguing in a sense that the local statistics can help to certify a global property of the system (here the genuineness of entanglement) in device independent manner. Before going to our main result we first briefly describe tripartite quantum and no-signalling correlations.
Tripartite quantum system.-Consider an arbitrary tri- and at least one of them is not a product state, then the state is entangled, but there is no genuine three-particle entanglement. Such state are also called bi-separable and can be expressed as,
Tripartite quantum state is genuinely entangled if it is neither fully separable nor bi-separable. GHZ class and W class are two canonical examples of genuine entanglement.
Tripartite no-signaling correlation.-No-signaling (NS) scenario captures more general kind of correlations than obtained in quantum world. Let x ∈ X , y ∈ Y, and z ∈ Z denote inputs of Alice, Bob, and Charlie and a ∈ A, b ∈ B and c ∈ C be their respective outputs. Here, for our purpose all the inputs and outputs are considered to be two valued (however, the following discussion easily generalizes to higher valued input-output cases). A tripartite input-output prob-
is called a NS probability distribution (denoted as P NS ) if it satisfies NS constraints, i.e., ∑ a P(abc|xyz) = P(bc|yz) ∀ b, c, x, y, z, with permutations of the parties, i.e, marginal distributions of any two parties are independent of the input chosen by the other party. A tripartite correlation is called fully local (denoted as P L ) if it can be decomposed as P(abc|xyz) = ∑ λ p λ P λ (a|x)P λ (b|y)P λ (c|z) ∀ a, b, c, x, y, z, where {p λ } is again a probability distribution. On the other hand, a tripartite correlation is called two-way local (denoted as P L 2 ) if it satisfies a decomposition of the
, where P AB|C λ = P λ (ab|xy) P λ (c|z), with P λ (ab|xy) being some NS probability distribution between Alice and Bob, and, P AC|B λ and P A|BC λ are similarly defined. If a two-way local correlation does not allow a fully local decomposition then we say that it is two-way nonlocal. NS correlations having no twoway local decomposition are called genuinely nonlocal. The set of no-signaling, two-way local, and fully local correlations forms polytopes, respectively denoted as N S, L 2 , and L, that follow the strict set inclusion relations L ⊂ L 2 ⊂ N S. A tripartite correlation is called quantum if it can be expressed through the Born's rule, i.e.,
where Correlations obtained from fully separable quantum states are always fully local and obtained from biseparable quantum states are always two-way local [28] . On the other hand, violation of genuine nonlocal inequality certifies presence of genuine nonlocal correlations and it also implies that the quantum state producing the correlation must be genuinely entangled one. Therefore, genuine nonlocal inequalities also suffice as DI-GEW. Svetlichny's inequality is one such example [22] . Similarly, violation of two-way nonlocal inequality certifies presence of two-way nonlocal correlations and sufficiently guarantees present of entanglement in the quantum state. More interesting, violation of two-way nonlocal inequality can sometimes certifies presence of genuine entanglement in the state, which establishes the fact that relation between DI-GEW and witnesses of genuine nonlocality is more subtle. For example, consider the Mermin's Bell-type inequality,
Violation of this inequality, i.e.,
certifies the presence of two-way nonlocal correlation, but it cannot reveals genuine nonlocality [29] . Interestingly, as shown in [19] , it can witness genuine entanglement whenever
In the following, we show that even when the Mermin expression value is equal to 2 √ 2, a more meticulous analysis of the observed statistics, particularly marginal statistics, can help to certify the presence of genuine entanglement. Result: We first discuss a lemma which is prerequisite to prove one of our results.
Lemma 1. (Wolf et al. [30]): Any two dichotomic quantum measurements (i.e. measurement with two outcomes) are not jointly measurable iff they violate the CHSH inequality.
The authors in [30] have shown that for a pair of non jointly measurable observables (dichotomic) there exists a bipartite quantum state and a set of observables for an added site together with which the given observables violate a Bell inequality. They further argued that such a pair of incompatible quantum measurements cannot be measured jointly in any other NS theory. we use this result to prove the following theorem. gives zero value to CHSH' (CHSH) [31] . So each of the three terms (individually) in the above expression can give the maximum value 2 √ 2 when each of x n i , y n j , z n k (n = 0, 1) is equal to 1. Let us consider the first term on the right hand side of Eq.(4). By Lemma-1, to violate CHSH local bound the measurements for both Bob and Charlie should be non-jointly measurable. On the other hand, for the optimal contribution from the second term in Eq.(4) one must have y n j = 1 (n = 0, 1) i.e. the measurements on Bob's side should be jointly measurable, which can not be used to violate CHSH local bound. Similar arguments considering Alice and Charlie's measurement setting leads us to the following possibilities-either (
. Without loss of generality we take (p i = 0, q j = 0, r k = 0). Further, to achieve the maximal Mermin violation we must also have any one of the p i 's be 1 and ρ i BC = |B BC B BC |, where |B BC is a bipartite maximally entangled state that maximizes CHSH BC . To say more precisely, the maximal quantum value of CHSH is obtained by maximally entangled state of two qubits or a state equivalent to its local isometry [32] .
To see the requirement of mentioning the local dimension (of one of the subsystems), consider a tripartite probability distribution {p(abc|xyz)} with Mermin value 2 √ 2 obtained from the quantum state 
} for Alice and similarly for Bob and Charlie and the corresponding Mermin value is 2 √ 2. Clearly σ ABC is more general than the expression stated in the Theorem-1. However, if we restrict the local dimension of one of the subsystems then this generalized form of the state is no more allowed.
According to the above theorem, for any quantum state (with one of the local subsystems dimension two), if it gives Mermin violation 2 √ 2, then the marginal statistics of two parties must be completely random. Therefore the local marginals can be used in witnessing the presence of genuine entanglement in semi-device independent manner. Corollary: Non-maximally mixed marginals for any of the two parties of a tripartite quantum correlation with Mermin violation M = 2 √ 2 certify genuine tripartite entanglement when at least one of the local Hilbert space dimension is two. For explicit example, consider a noisy W-state, 
Properties of this quantity and its use in studying non-classicality of tripartite correlations have been discussed in [27] . From the proof of Theorem-1 it becomes that the most general bi-separable states giving Mermin value 2 √ 2 and having at least two of the marginals non-maximally mixed, is of the form σ
and hence the corresponding tripartite probability distribution is of the form For the example of correlation given in Appendix.A we find that Q > 0, which means that this correlation can not come from any bi-separable states even if there is no restriction on the dimensions of the local Hilbert spaces.
Discussions: In conclusion, we have shown how local marginals can help to detect tripartite entanglement in a semi-device independent and device independent manner. At this point a comparative discussion with a recent work [36] is relevant. In [36] , the author addressed the question of detecting genuine multipartite entanglement in steering scenario and introduced genuine steering inequalities. Violation of any of these inequalities certifies genuine tripartite entanglement in semi-deviceindependent manner where the local Hilbert space dimension of two parties are assumed to be two. In comparison to this our semi-device independent scenario assumes dimension of only one of the subsystems. Another recent work [37] by Walter et al. is also quite worthy to mention here. They have introduced a geometrical object, called entanglement polytope which characterizes the eigenvalues of the single-particle states in any given class of entanglement. In case of pure, multiparticle quantum states, the authors have shown that the features of the global entanglement can be extracted from its local information alone. Unlike the present paper, the approach in [37] is not device-independent. However, extending this idea in device-independent framework may be an interesting research direction. We also find that Q > 0 for this correlation which enables device independent certification of genuine entanglement. Now one might wonder whether genuineness of entanglement can be certified in a device independent manner for the states with v > 0.928585. Surely these states achieve Mermin violation greater than 2 √ 2 under suitable measurement settings and thus are detectable under the existing notion of DI GME using MI. But without optimizing the Mermin violation, if a state with v > 0.928585 achieves Mermin violation equal to 2 √ 2 for some measurement settings, even then the nonvanishing local expectation values can certify genuine entanglement in a device independent way.
